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School Demographics

School Type and Grades Served
(per MSID File) 2016-17 Title I School

2016-17 Economically
Disadvantaged (FRL) Rate
(as reported on Survey 3)

Elementary School
PK-5 Yes 81%

Primary Service Type
(per MSID File) Charter School

2018-19 Minority Rate
(Reported as Non-white

on Survey 2)

K-12 General Education No 46%

School Grades History

Year 2016-17 2015-16 2014-15 2013-14

Grade B B B* A

*Informational Baseline School Grade

Note: The school grades calculation was revised substantially for the 2014-15 school year to implement statutory changes
made by the 2014 Legislature and incorporate the new Florida Standards Assessments. The 2014-15 school grades serve
as informational baseline data that schools can use to improve in future years.

School Board Approval

This plan is pending approval by the Flagler County School Board.

SIP Authority and Template

Section 1001.42(18), Florida Statutes, requires district school boards to annually approve and require
implementation of a school improvement plan (SIP) for each school in the district that has a school grade of D
or F.

The Florida Department of Education (FDOE) SIP template meets all statutory and rule requirements for
traditional public schools and incorporates all components required for schools receiving Title I funds. This
template is required by State Board of Education Rule 6A-1.099811, Florida Administrative Code, for all non-
charter schools with a current grade of D or F (see page 4). For schools receiving a grade of A, B, or C, the
district may opt to require a SIP using a template of its choosing.

This document was prepared by school and district leadership using the FDOE’s school improvement planning
web application located at https://www.floridaCIMS.org.
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Purpose and Outline of the SIP
The SIP is intended to be the primary artifact used by every school with stakeholders to review data, set goals,
create an action plan and monitor progress. A corollary at the district level is the District Improvement and
Assistance Plan (DIAP), designed to help district leadership make the necessary connections between school
and district goals in order to align resources. The Florida Department of Education encourages schools to use
the SIP as a “living document” by continually updating, refining and using the plan to guide their work
throughout the year. This printed version represents the SIP as of the “Date Modified” listed in the footer.

Part I: Current School Status

Part I organizes the current status of the school around five domains inspired by the 5Essentials framework:
Supportive Environment, Family and Community Involvement, Effective Leadership, Public and Collaborative
Teaching, and Ambitious Instruction and Learning. Questions regarding the school’s Multi-Tiered System of
Supports have been embedded throughout this part to demonstrate how data is used by stakeholders to
understand the needs of all students and allocate appropriate resources in proportion to those needs.

Part II: Needs Assessment

Part II requires the school to review performance and early warning systems data in order to develop strategic
goals and associated data targets (i.e., “SMART goals”) for the coming school year in context of the school’s
greatest strengths and needs. An online tool was developed, which includes data visualizations and processing
questions to support problem identification, problem analysis and strategic goal formulation.

Part III: 8-Step Planning and Problem Solving for Implementation

Part III enables the school to develop implementation plans for its highest-priority goals. With the overview of
the current state of the school in mind and the strategic goals identified through the needs assessment, the
planning team engages in a facilitated planning and problem-solving process, through which they

• Define strategic goals and establish targets to be reached by successfully achieving the goals (Step 1)
• Identify barriers that could hinder achieving those goals and resources that could be used to eliminate

or reduce barriers (Step 2)
• Select high-priority barriers they want to address initially (Step 3)
• Design implementation and monitoring plans for strategies to resolve selected barriers (Steps 4-7)
• Determine how they will monitor progress toward each goal (Step 8)

Appendices

The following appendices, automatically-generated from content entered in Part III, are included in this
document:

• Appendix 1 is a timeline of all action steps and monitoring activities
• Appendix 2 is an outline of all professional development opportunities and technical assistance items
• Appendix 3 is a report of the budget needed to implement the strategies
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Differentiated Accountability
Florida’s Differentiated Accountability (DA) system, established in section 1008.33, Florida Statutes, is a
statewide network of strategic support, differentiated by need according to performance data, provided to
districts and schools in order to improve leadership capacity, teacher efficacy, and student outcomes. Through
a data-driven planning and problem-solving process, DA field teams collaborate with district leadership to
design, implement, and refine strategic goals and action plans that are documented in the SIP.

DA Regions

Florida’s DA network is divided into four geographical regions, each served by a field team led by a regional
executive director (RED).

DA Categories

At the start of each academic year, traditional schools are classified for DA support in two categories based on
the most recent school grades data available. Descriptions of each DA category along with the state support
and interventions provided are set forth by Rule 6A-1.099811, Florida Administrative Code:

• Not in DA - A school with a current school grade of A, B, or C; charter schools; and ungraded schools.
• Targeted Support and Improvement - A school with a current school grade of an initial D.
• Comprehensive Support and Improvement - A school with a current school grade of F or two

consecutive grades of D, or a high school with a graduation rate of 67 percent or less in the most
recent data release.

DA Turnaround Status

Additionally, Comprehensive Support and Improvement schools have a turnaround status of "Implementing,"
based on a school’s grades history, including the current school grade:

• Implementing - A school with a status of "Implementing" requires the district to submit a turnaround
plan to the State Board of Education for approval and implementation. A school remains in
"Implementing" status until its school grade improves to a C or higher.

2017-18 DA Category and Statuses for Rymfire Elementary School

DA Region and RED DA Category and Turnaround Status

Northeast - Cassandra Brusca - N/A
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I. Part I: Current School Status

A. Supportive Environment

1. School Mission and Vision

a. Provide the school's mission statement.

Rymfire Elementary School's Flagship Program is "Medical Sciences, Health, and Fitness." Our
mission is to teach our students the importance of a healthier life style through experiences that focus
on exercise and nutrition. We also strive to nurture interest in the Medical Sciences and to increase
awareness of various health/medical careers.

b. Provide the school's vision statement.

The Rymfire Elementary School Vision is to work as a team to develop the whole child through
successful school experiences in an environment of mutual respect and personal growth.

2. School Environment

a. Describe the process by which the school learns about students' cultures and builds
relationships between teachers and students.

Throughout the year, teachers and students are involved in activities that promote acceptance of
various cultures and building of relationships. At our "Meet the Teacher" day, parents/students/
teachers have an opportunity to interact and get to know each other. During our Open House, there is
more time provided for teachers to share information about their classroom program and procedures.
In the first days of school, our teachers incorporate activities that support students getting to know
each other. They also conduct interest surveys with their students and many of them also conduct
learning style inventories. We also provide a translator at our parent nights to promote participation
during Math/Science/ELA standards nights.

b. Describe how the school creates an environment where students feel safe and respected
before, during and after school.

At the beginning of every semester of the school year, we have grade level assemblies called the
Positive Behavior Interventions and Support (PBIS) Blast during students' Special Area times. At this
assembly, Administration and Special Area teachers share information about school-wide rules and
procedures. Included in these assemblies is information about bullying and making sure students
report to an adult if they feel unsafe in any way. (We have a group of faculty and staff members who
have received training to be a part of the Trust Network. Upon completion of training, these faculty
and staff members are given purple megaphone pins that identify them as someone on staff that
students can go to if they want to report that they, or other students, are being bullied.) In October, we
will have an Anti-Bullying assembly for students in grades K-6 which will be in conjunction with Unity
Day. Information and skits will be presented by teachers and students to show what bullying looks like
and to empower students to speak up if they feel unsafe. We also have our school-wide Bucket Fillers
Program. Students learn about treating each other with respect and then are rewarded using our
Bucket Bucks (and other classroom rewards) for showing respect. Every week, Bucket Bucks are
drawn during lunches for Grades K-3 and students can receive prizes from the prize table. Students
in grades 4-6 use the Classroom Dojo program and receive points for respectful behaviors. They may
cash in their points for prizes. During the year, groups are formed through K-Kids and Rymfire staff
for awareness activities like Buddy Walks, Relay for Life, and other community and school focused
events. Guidance counselors have the opportunity to work with students on personal issues.
Guidance counselors have an open door policy for students in need. Counselors also create focus
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groups to support the needs of students and take recommendations from teachers for the focus of
those groups.

c. Describe the schoolwide behavioral system in place that aids in minimizing distractions to
keep students engaged during instructional time. This may include, but is not limited to,
established protocols for disciplinary incidents, clear behavioral expectations, and training for
school personnel to ensure the system is fairly and consistently enforced.

Establishing a school-wide behavior system at Rymfire Elementary starts with forming a diverse PBIS
committee composed of teacher leaders, support staff, and administrators. The committee is
responsible for developing a plan that reflects both our mission and vision statements. The committee
also creates a list of clearly developed and defined expectations and procedures for behavior. An
elementary discipline matrix of fair consequences has been developed by the district and is
consistently implemented at Rymfire. A sequence of fair consequences has been developed and
implemented that is consistent for all grade levels. This includes, but is not limited to, Behavior
Tracking Form as well as Referral practices. Students in Grades K-3 receive a planner that clearly
outlines these expectations. Grades 4-6 can access the planner information via the school website
(planner attachment). To reinforce the procedures and expectations, the school’s special area team
conducts a beginning of the year PBIS Blast presentation for the entire school. The team acts out
skits that portray both the incorrect and correct behaviors and expectations. Rymfire Elementary has
also implemented a proactive system that rewards students for displaying positive behaviors.
Students are rewarded through our Bucket Bucks and Class Dojo programs, or simply through
positive reinforcement from our staff. We have a character education focus in place with our Terrific
Kids program. This program is a collaborative effort between the school and the Kiwanis Club of
Flagler County. The purpose of Terrific Kids is to create a climate that teaches, models, and promotes
the traits outlined in Character Education. Awards are given out each quarter. In addition, we have
awards that are given monthly to students and staff that are PBIS models. These winners are
nominated by their peers and are awarded based on their consistent positive behavior throughout the
campus. Teachers incorporate brain based learning and promote a growth mindset within their
classrooms. They have also received training in the use of CHAMPS (a classroom management
program) which is being implemented throughout the entire school. Through all of our initiatives,
Rymfire Elementary School has established staff commitment aimed at a common vision to be safe,
respectful, responsible and engaged.

d. Describe how the school ensures the social-emotional needs of all students are being met,
which may include providing counseling, mentoring and other pupil services.

Rymfire Elementary School Staff places students’ needs first. The goal of the Guidance Department
is to ensure that students' social and emotional needs are met in order to maximize academic
success as well as personal growth. Counselors collaborate with teachers, parents, behavior
specialists, school psychologists, and other mental health specialists in identifying and addressing
students’ needs. We have our Staffing Specialist and School Psychologist on campus five days per
week. This year we will also have a Mental Health Counselor two days per week. We will also have
our School Social Worker 1 day per week to assist student staff and families as needed. The Multi-
Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) is a process used to serve students with specific academic and/or
behavioral/social needs. When outside assistance is needed, the district’s referral process (FSS/
CINS/FINS) is used to provide mental health support and assistance with basic needs. RES is
stocked with school supplies and clothing items for identified students.
On campus, students are further supported via individual and/or small group counseling, SOS ("Save
One Starfish") mentoring program, the African-American Mentors Program, Watch D.O.G.S. (Dads of
Great Students), classroom guidance lessons on social emotional issues, and consultation with
parents/teachers/identified school staff. Rymfire Elementary incorporates the Second Step Program.
Guidance counselors, school psychologist and behavioral interventionist will use this to help support
students. Guidance takes a proactive stance in planning/participating in activities and events which
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promote social and emotional health for students and assistance for parents. Career Day allows
students the opportunity to meet and talk with role models in the various job fields as they consider
their interests and plan for the future. RES Student Council serves as an opportunity for participants
not only to assist in school activities and events but also experience personal growth as they learn
more about themselves, their abilities, and the role they play in a community. Rymfire Elementary
also provides the opportunity for students to participate in various clubs, events and activities which
promote personal and social growth. These are offered throughout the year, both before school and
after school.

3. Early Warning Systems
The school's response to this section may address the requirements of ESSA, P.L. No. 114-95, Â§ 1114(b)(7)(A)(i)
and (b)(7)(A)(iii)(III).

a. Describe the school's early warning system and provide a list of the early warning
indicators used in the system.

Our Early Warning Systems will be monitored through Performance Matters and discussed at monthly
MTSS meetings. Rymfire Elementary School's attendance clerk monitors our students' attendance.
She sends home letters to parents and staff when a student has 5, 10 and 15 unexcused absences.
Our attendance clerk also sends staff a list of students who have more than 5 tardies and/or
absences.
To monitor out of school suspensions, copies of discipline referrals are given to the grade level
guidance counselor after the student receives consequences from administration. Upon reentry from
Out of School Suspensions, students will meet with the Behavior Interventionist to review choices and
discuss positive coping strategies aligned to the school expectations. Skyward data system keeps
track of referrals written and any administration calls to the rooms. The elementary matrix also
identifies certain offences that require a referral to guidance. For course failures, reports are
generated weekly for students who are receiving D's and F's. Administration monitors this data and
follows up with teachers during MTSS meetings and as needed. In addition, all teachers are given
Progress Monitoring Plans to begin the MTSS process for all level 1 students who are not already
identified.

b. Provide the following data related to the school's early warning system

1. The number of students by grade level that exhibit each early warning indicator:

Grade Level
Indicator

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total

Attendance below 90 percent 71 74 68 83 74 64 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 507
One or more suspensions 4 6 5 6 10 13 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 59
Course failure in ELA or Math 0 0 0 51 76 47 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 241
Level 1 on statewide assessment 0 0 0 34 48 32 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 152

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The number of students identified by the system as exhibiting two or more early warning
indicators:
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Grade Level
Indicator

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total

Students exhibiting two or more indicators 2 5 2 44 61 46 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 218

c. Describe all intervention strategies employed by the school to improve the academic
performance of students identified by the early warning system.

1) Attendance: Student support team meetings are coordinated by the school counselor for all
students who have more than 10 unexcused absences (3 tardies equal one absence). These
meetings include the parent, counselor and student when appropriate. Attendance contracts are
developed and signed.

2) Suspensions: Our MTSS process is initiated every 4 discipline referrals. The elementary matrix
also identifies certain offenses that require a referral to guidance. The school has a meeting that often
includes the parent, teacher, behavior specialist, behavior interventionist, school counselor and an
administrator to develop a plan to help the student reduce discipline referrals and increase positive
behavior that aligns with school expectations. Individual counseling and small groups are developed
and facilitated by the school counselor, along with the behavior interventionist and the school
psychologist for these students. Referrals to mental health and behavioral counseling may also be
provided.

3) Academic Failure: The MTSS process is initiated for students who are at risk of failing. A plan is
developed for these students which includes specific Tier 2 interventions from the classroom teacher
and, if appropriate, Tier 3 interventions from a Support Facilitation teacher. RES also has tutoring
programs available for students in grades 4-6 who received a Level 2 or low Level 3 on the previous
year's FSA. There is a Support Facilitation Teacher at each grade level who works with students to
remediate math/reading skills. We also have a Teacher Support Colleague and 2 Academic Support
Teachers who provide remediation for students and also work with teachers to provide strategies for
struggling students in all content areas. Raising Our Achievement Daily (ROAD) Time provides half
hour daily instruction to target students at their levels of need in ELA and/or Math.

B. Family and Community Engagement
The school's response to this section may address the requirements of ESSA, P.L. No. 114-95, Â§ 1114(b)(2) and
(b)(7)(A)(iii)(I).

1. Describe how the school works at building positive relationships with families to increase
involvement, including efforts to communicate the school's mission and vision, and keep parents
informed of their child's progress.

a. Will the school use its Title I Parent and Family Engagement Policy (PFEP) to satisfy this
question?
Yes

1. PFEP Link
The school completes a Parental Involvement Plan (PFEP), which is accessible through the
Continuous Improvement Management System (CIMS) at https://www.floridacims.org/documents/
452782.

2. Description
A PIP has been uploaded for this school or district - see the link above.
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2. Describe the process by which the school builds and sustains partnerships with the local
community for the purpose of securing and utilizing resources to support the school and student
achievement.

Rymfire Elementary School promotes student success in school by creating partnerships with
businesses, agencies, community members and parents. To develop and sustain these partnerships,
good communication is essential. There needs to be a shared vision between stakeholders. All actions
are developed around creating experiences that promote student success. We develop partnerships in 5
categories:

1) Parenting Education opportunities including ELA Standards Night, Math Standards Night, Technology
Night, and ESOL Classes for Adults.

2) Shared Decision-Making and Two-Way Communication through Newsletters, Planners, Phone Blasts,
Classroom Dojo, Surveys, SAC, and PTO as well as School Improvement Plan(SIP) and Parent and
Family Engagement Plan(PFEP) review meetings.

3) Volunteering Opportunities including Parent/Community Volunteers, African-American Mentor
Program, WATCH D.O.G.S, I Can Read program, Reading Mentors Program through Flagler Volunteer
Services and Career Day.

4) Use of Community Resources through partnerships with Lowe's and Publix, use of Behavioral/Mental
Health Services, and the Flagler County Education Foundation. We also have developed partnerships
with local agencies to support our Flagship Program (Medical Sciences, Health and Fitness). These
agencies include the Flagler County Health Department, Florida Hospital Flagler, and Nursing Programs
from Bethune-Cookman University and Daytona State College. This year we will also partner with the
Flagler County Health Department to bring the Dental Sealant Program to our students in grades K-6.

5) Student Community Services including K-Kids (3-6), Student Council (3-6), Principal's Advisory
Committee (4-6) Community Problem Solvers (5-6) and PRISM Club (4th).

C. Effective Leadership

1. School Leadership Team

a. Membership
Identify the name, email address and position title for each member of the school leadership team.:

Name Title
Sauvelpahkick, Barbara Principal
McDonald, Barry Dean
Wisniewski, Chris Teacher, K-12
Koushakjy, Abude Assistant Principal
Evensen, Donelle Instructional Coach
Lee, Travis Assistant Principal
Doutrick, Heather Instructional Coach
Ruddy, Tim Instructional Coach

b. Duties

1. Describe the roles and responsibilities of the members, including how they serve as
instructional leaders and practice shared decision making.
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The members of the school Leadership Team include Barbara Sauvelpahkick (Principal), Travis Lee
and Abude Koushakjy (Assistant Principals), Barry McDonald (Dean), Chris Wisniewski (Behavior
Interventionist), Donelle Evensen (Teacher Support Colleague), Heather Doutrick (Academic Support
all subjects K-6), and Tim Ruddy (Math/Science Support). The Leadership Team provides
Professional Learning, leads Professional Learning Community Meetings, mentors teachers, and
provides model lessons for teachers. We will be providing instructional support for students during
school wide ROAD(iii) Time. The school Leadership Team meets at least once per month to discuss
the needs of the school.

2. Describe the process through which school leadership identifies and aligns all available
resources (e.g., personnel, instructional, curricular) in order to meet the needs of all students
and maximize desired student outcomes. Include the methodology for coordinating and
supplementing federal, state and local funds, services and programs. Provide the person(s)
responsible, frequency of meetings, how an inventory of resources is maintained and any
problem-solving activities used to determine how to apply resources for the highest impact.

The school Leadership Team decided that we would continue with last year's overarching goal for the
School Improvement Plan. This goal focused on the use of Differentiated Instruction for K-6. It was
agreed that funds for Professional Learning would be used for supporting the School Improvement
Plan goal and/or the Flagship Goal. The Leadership Team meets a minimum of once per month to
discuss the needs of our teachers and students. Each week, the Academic Support Teachers and
Behavior Interventionist provide the principal with a log of their services to support students and/or
teachers.

2. School Advisory Council (SAC)

a. Membership
Identify the name and stakeholder group for each member of the SAC.:

Name Stakeholder Group
Barbara Sauvelpahkick Principal
Abude Koushakjy Principal
LaShakia Moore Parent
Sandra Felice Business/Community
Beth Blumengarten Education Support Employee
Andy Dance Education Support Employee
Paul Pedro Education Support Employee
St. Clair Kennedy Business/Community
Myra Middleton Valentine Business/Community
Sage Wilcox Parent
Travis Lee Principal
Stephanie Ecklin Business/Community
Janet McDonald Education Support Employee
Esteban Soto Parent

b. Duties

1. Provide a description of the SAC's involvement with the following activities, as required by
section 1001.452(2), Florida Statutes
The school's response to this question may address the requirements of ESSA, P.L. No. 114-95, Â§ 1114(b)(2).
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a. Evaluation of last year's school improvement plan

When the School Improvement Plan was being developed, Travis Lee ( Assistant Principal) met with
members of SAC, as well as other teachers/staff members, to review/revise/edit information. The plan
was then presented to our SAC at a meeting in September, 2016. There was discussion as well as
question/answer and then the plan was accepted for submission. In February 2017, an update was
provided to the Flagler County School Board pertaining to progress toward implementing strategies
and meeting goals.

b. Development of this school improvement plan

This year, prior to the start of school, members of the Rymfire Elementary Leadership Team met to
start working on the School Improvement Plan for the 2017-2018 school year. At this meeting, the
team discussed keeping one overarching goal along with strategies for meeting the goal. The team
reviewed the 8 Step Problem Solving Process which includes statement of goal, strategies, and
action steps to be taken throughout the year. The ultimate result of implementing this goal and
strategies would be an increase in student achievement.
Travis Lee (Assistant Principal) then met with members of the Leadership Team and members of
SAC to review/revise/edit the Plan on October 2, 2017. The Plan was then presented to SAC at a
meeting on October 11, 2017. There was discussion as well as question/answer and then the plan
was accepted by SAC at that meeting.

c. Preparation of the school's annual budget and plan

At the end of the 2016-2017 school year, Barbara Sauvelpahkick (Principal) and Travis Lee (Assistant
Principal) met with Tammy Yorke (Title I Coordinator) to discuss our Needs Assessment for the
2017-2018 school year. Based on the funding we would receive from Title I, we developed a plan to
pay for Academic Support Teachers, Support Facilitation Teachers, supplemental instructional
materials, and stipends for teachers to provide parent/family standards nights (ELA, Math,
Technology, STEM).

2. Describe the use of school improvement funds allocated last year, including the amount
budgeted for each project.

In January of 2017, Barbara Sauvelpahkick (Principal) and Christine Connors (Bookkeeper) started
the budget process for the 2017-2018 school year. The budget is based on the projected FTE count.
The total amount is provided by Tom Tant (District Finance Director), Expenditures are also provided
by all the Department Heads and are included in the budgeting process. The staffing formula must
also be followed. The completed budget is discussed with the Assistant Principals and is aligned with
the Title I budget. All remaining funds are spent on the needs of students and teachers. Tom Tant
then shared all completed budgets with the Flagler County School Board for approval in July 2017.

3. Verify that the school is in compliance with section 1001.452, Florida Statutes, regarding the
establishment requirements and duties of the SAC.
Yes

a. If the school is not in compliance, describe the measures being implemented to meet SAC
requirements.

3. Literacy Leadership Team (LLT)

a. Membership
Identify the name and position title for each member of the school-based LLT or similar group, if
applicable.:
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Name Title
Sauvelpahkick, Barbara Principal
Evensen, Donelle Instructional Coach
Doutrick, Heather Teacher, K-12
Gordon, Patrice Teacher, K-12
Tahan, Melanie Instructional Media
Lee, Travis Assistant Principal
McDonald, Barry Dean
Wisniewski, Chris Teacher, K-12
Clark, Jessica Teacher, K-12
McKinney, Tiffany Teacher, K-12
Fisher, Terese Teacher, K-12
Bradley, Charlotte Teacher, K-12
Kuhn, Tracy Teacher, K-12

b. Duties

1. Describe how the LLT or similar group promotes literacy within the school, if applicable.

The Literacy Leadership Team meets monthly to discuss literacy strategies and testing. Information is
then shared with the faculty in grade level meetings. The Team also plans contests, parent
workshops, and family activities to stimulate interest in literacy for all grade levels. In addition, the
ELA team creates and implements a newsletter that provides support and family suggestions to
increase parent involvement in their children's academic success. The major initiatives of the Literacy
Leadership Team for the 2017-2018 school year will be the Parent ELA Standards Night in
September, Star Wars Reads Day in October, Celebrate Literacy Week in January, Read Across
America Night in March, and the Night at the Museum in April.

D. Public and Collaborative Teaching
The school's responses to this section may address the requirements of ESSA, P.L. No. 114-95, Â§
1114(b)(7)(A)(iii)(IV).

1. Describe the school's strategies to encourage positive working relationships between
teachers, including collaborative planning and instruction.

The Master Schedule is set so that teachers at each grade level are provided common planning times.
The Academic Support Teachers have also scheduled PLC meetings to be held at least once per month
to review student work, information about assessments, student data, and MTSS. This year our focus is
again on increasing the use of Differentiated Instruction so this will be a major focus of the PLC
Meetings. In addition to PLC Meetings, the Academic Support Teachers meet with each grade level for
collaborative planning sessions focused on R.O.A.D. Time (Raising Our Achievement Daily-iii).

2. Describe the school's strategies to recruit, develop and retain highly qualified, certified-in-field,
effective teachers to the school.

In order to recruit and retain high quality, highly qualified teachers, Rymfire Elementary promotes a
culture of collegiality that provides teachers with the opportunity to work as part of a team. Support is
provided for all teachers through trainings, workshops, grade level meetings, professional learning
community meetings and informal get togethers that allow everyone to share information/concerns/
needs. Mentor teachers are set up with beginning teachers and teachers who are new to the school
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to help them in becoming acclimated to Rymfire Elementary School policies and procedures. This year,
we will hold a new teacher induction day, prior to pre-planning days, to acclimate the teachers to the
culture and climate of Rymfire. Also, to aid in familiarizing the teachers with programs like Schoology,
email, etc., Academic Support Teachers will also meet with the new hires monthly to ensure their
continued success. This serves to supplement the district's monthly induction training for teachers. We
have had many student (intern) teachers who were placed in classes at Rymfire and then applied for
employment here at our school. These interns are supervised by staff that have completed the Clinical
Educator Training.

3. Describe the school's teacher mentoring program, including the rationale for pairings and
planned mentoring activities.

Our Academic Support Teachers serve as the primary mentors to our instructional staff. Rymfire
Elementary School has set up content specific mentors with beginning teachers and/or teachers who are
new to our school in order to help them acclimate to policies and procedures at our school. The
mentor teacher provides support for the new teacher as related to grade level or subject area specific
questions. For this reason, the pairings are usually set up with partner teachers or lead
teachers at the grade level. Our mentor pairings (if needed) for the 2017-2018 school year are:
Amanda Perretti (2nd)-Robin Jaques (Lead Teacher)
Colleen Welsh (5th Math/Science)- Tim Ruddy (Math/Science Academic Support)
Celeste Wright (4th ELA/SS)-Heather Doutrick (Academic Support)
Claudette Jacques (3rd Support Facilitation)- Donelle Evensen (TSC/ELA Academic Support)
Mary Tappan(Art)-Robert Cerasi (Special Area Lead Teacher)
Natale Manes (School Psychologist)- Kate Boos (Staffing Specialist)
Erin Knight (5th ELA/SS)- Amanda Harding (Lead Teacher)
Valerie Buchanan (K)- Jennifer Yoh (Teacher)
Michelle Lairson (K)- Jessica Clark (Lead Teacher)

E. Ambitious Instruction and Learning

1. Instructional Programs and Strategies

a. Instructional Programs

1. Describe how the school ensures its core instructional programs and materials are aligned
to Florida's standards.

All core instructional materials are approved on the state adopted list. Academic Support Teachers
provide support to classroom teachers to integrate the Florida Standards.

b. Instructional Strategies

1. Describe how the school uses data to provide and differentiate instruction to meet the
diverse needs of students. Provide examples of how instruction is modified or supplemented
to assist students having difficulty attaining the proficient or advanced level on state
assessments.

Data is collected through Progress Monitoring including FLKRS (Kindergarten); I-Ready (Reading/
Math K-6); ELA Quarterly Assessment (2-6) (K-1 3 times per year); Math Quarterly Assessments for
K-6 (school created); Science Quarterly Assessments for 3-6 (school created); Math Fact Fluency for
K-6; In addition to these assessments, teachers utilize formative and summative data based upon
classroom instruction in the Florida Standards. All of this data is utilized as part of the PLC meetings
held monthly with Academic Support Teachers. These meetings help to facilitate planning and
implementation of Differentiated Instruction across all content areas. Student work and lesson
planning for data based differentiation is a primary focus during this collaboration time. ROAD
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(Raising Our Achievement Daily) Time, provides our students targeted instruction, based on multiple
data pieces, to provide enrichment or interventions for students according to their individual needs.
Flagler County Public Schools has continued with implementation of Full Inclusion for our students
with disabilities. In order to meet the needs of these diverse learners, Rymfire Elementary School will
continue to focus on our goal of incorporating Differentiated Instruction across all content areas with
assistance from grade level Support Facilitation Teachers.

2. Provide the following information for each strategy the school uses to increase the amount
and quality of learning time and help enrich and accelerate the curriculum:

Strategy: After School Program
Minutes added to school year: 3,000

After school tutoring will be provided through Title 1 for students in grades 4-6 with a 2017 FSA
score of Level 2 or low Level 3 in reading and/or math. There will be 1 one and one half hour
sessions per week per subject for a total of 25 weeks, running from October, 2017 through May,
2018. The program provides small group instruction (approximately 8:1) using scientifically
researched based strategies.

Strategy Rationale

Differentiating instruction based on students' areas of weakness will help increase student
achievement.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Wisniewski, Chris, wisniewskic@flaglerschools.com
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

Pre/post tests will be administered. Classroom grades (which include Quarterly assessments) and
I-Ready Assessments will also help give indication as to how students are progressing. We will
also review student achievement on the 2018 FSA Assessments.
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Strategy: After School Program
Minutes added to school year: 3,000

ELL Students in Grades K-2 will receive instruction after school focused on reading and
vocabulary development.

Strategy Rationale

In helping to develop vocabulary and reading skills, our ELL students will meet with success in
the classroom as well as in quarterly and standardized assessments.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Wisniewski, Chris, wisniewskic@flaglerschools.com
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

Classroom grades, which include quarterly assessments, will help give indication as to how
students are progressing. We will also review student achievement on the 2018 3rd Window I-
Ready Progress Monitoring Assessments.

2. Student Transition and Readiness

a. PreK-12 Transition
The school's response to this question may address the requirements of ESSA, P.L. No. 114-95, Â§
1114(b)(7)(A)(iii)(V).

1. Describe the strategies the school employs to support incoming and outgoing cohorts of
students in transition from one school level to another.

Kindergarten students, and parents of these students, entering Rymfire Elementary School for the
first time are provided opportunities for transitioning into the elementary school program. These
opportunities include:
a. A "Boo-Hoo" Breakfast for parents conducted by the principal on the first day of full Kindergarten
attendance. This helps the parents become acquainted with the building and staff and allows for an
easy adjustment to sending the Kindergarten child to school for the first time.
b. Open House Nights for K-6 allow parents to receive information about the requirements of the
grade level and classroom.
d. Staggered Start for Kindergartners on the first two days of school provides for a smaller class
setting on those first days. On the third day of school, all Kindergarten students report for class.
e. Kindergarten teachers provide opportunities for students to become familiar with the building and
staff at the school (search for "Robbie the Roadrunner").
f. FLKRS assessment is administered within the first month of school to provide for early assessment
of student readiness.
g. Vertical Planning between PreK and Kindergarten teachers will allow for continuity as students
progress from one grade to the next.
h. 6th Grade scheduling closely mirrors what students will experience in Middle School.
i. Representatives from Buddy Taylor Middle School and Indian Trails Middle School will come to
speak with 6th Grade students at the end of the year.
j. Collaboration between Administration and Guidance from Rymfire and the Middle Schools.
k. Vertical planning between 6th Grade teachers at Rymfire and 7th Grade teachers from the Middle
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Schools.
l. Our school volunteer Mr. Kennedy, meets with both ITMS and BTMS school officials during the last
week of school to gain understanding of cafeteria procedures and expectations at both district middle
schools. He then shares the procedures and expectations with our 6th grade students during their last
week of school.
m. Move up to Kindergarten Day allows Rymfire VPK students to visit Kindergarten classes to
prepare for the next school year.

b. College and Career Readiness

1. Describe the strategies the school uses to advance college and career awareness, which
may include establishing partnerships with business, industry or community organizations.

Rymfire Elementary School's Flagship Program is Medical Sciences, Health and Fitness. The
purpose of this Flagship is to teach our students the importance of a healthier lifestyle through
experiences that focus on exercise and nutrition. We also strive to nurture interest in the Medical
Sciences and increase awareness of various medical/health careers. We have developed
partnerships with local businesses as well as the Flagler County Education Foundation and Florida
Hospital Flagler to help support our Medical Lab which was opened in May, 2015 as well as after
school activities that promote positive health and nutrition. We have a partnership with the Flagler
County Health Department to provide the Dental Sealant Program to our students. This allows for
students K-6 to receive education on dental hygiene and provides for students to receive sealants on
their teeth and an oral evaluation. In conjunction with Florida Hospital, Rymfire students participate in
the Morning Mile Club to bring about awareness of lifelong fitness and health activities. In addition,
the Special Area Department has developed lessons and community outreach to local businesses
and agencies to bring a career focus into their courses at each grade level. The career focus changes
quarterly to expose Rymfire students to careers aligned with Medical Science, Health and Fitness.

Each year, we hold a Career Day for all students in Grades K-6. Students rotate through stations set
up by local businesses and professionals. Many of these stations are tied to our Flagship Program
and STEM.

Rymfire Elementary offers after school Robotics and Coding Clubs. Students also participate as
members of the TWTR (Talking With The Roadrunners) daily news crew. Reports are shared via
intercom Monday -Thursday and are live streamed by the students on Fridays. One of our goals is to
go live on a daily basis.

2. Identify the career and technical education programs available to students and industry
certifications that may be earned through those respective programs.

N/A

3. Describe efforts the school has taken to integrate career and technical education with
academic courses (e.g., industrial biotechnology) to support student achievement.

N/A

4. Describe strategies for improving student readiness for the public postsecondary level
based on annual analysis of the High School Feedback Report, as required by section
1008.37(4), Florida Statutes.

N/A

II. Needs Assessment
The school's completion of this part may address the requirements of ESSA, P.L. No. 114-95, Â§ 1114(b)(6).
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A. Problem Identification

1. Data to Support Problem Identification

b. Data Uploads
Data uploads are not required by the Florida Department of Education but are offered as a tool for the
needs assessment. In this section, the school may upload files of locally available data charts and
graphs being used as evidence of need.
The following documents were submitted as evidence for this section:

No files were uploaded

2. Problem Identification Summary
This section is not required by the Florida Department of Education but is provided as an opportunity for
the school to summarize the points of strength and areas of need that have been identified in the data.

B. Problem Analysis Summary
This section is not required by the Florida Department of Education but is provided as an opportunity for the
school to summarize the underlying "why"Â? or root causes for the areas of need identified in the data, as
determined by situational awareness of, and research conducted by, the stakeholders involved in the needs
assessment.

C. Strategic Goals
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If all teachers at Rymfire Elementary increase the use of differentiated instruction across all
content areas, then we will see an increase in student achievement in all subgroups, especially
for students with disabilities and students in the lowest quartile.

School Improvement Goals
The following key is intended to help readers understand how the sections of this document correspond to the
steps of the 8-step planning and problem-solving framework used in the School Improvement Plan. The Quick
Key numbers can help registered users go directly to the point of entry for any given goal, barrier and strategy
within the online survey.

Problem Solving Key

G = Goal B =
Barrier S = Strategy

1 = Problem Solving Step S123456 = Quick Key

Strategic Goals Summary

G1.

Strategic Goals Detail
For each strategic goal, this section lists the associated targets (i.e., “SMART goals”), targeted barriers to
achieving the goal, resources available to help reduce or eliminate the barriers, and the plan for monitoring
progress toward the goal.
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G1. If all teachers at Rymfire Elementary increase the use of differentiated instruction across all content
areas, then we will see an increase in student achievement in all subgroups, especially for students with
disabilities and students in the lowest quartile. 1a

G099070

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
FSA ELA Achievement 64.0
ELA/Reading Gains 62.0
ELA/Reading Lowest 25% Gains 55.0
FSA Mathematics Achievement 75.0
Math Gains 67.0
Math Lowest 25% Gains 54.0
FCAT 2.0 Science Proficiency 57.0

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• Lack of understanding of how to use data driven decision making to plan and implement small
group instruction.

Resources Available to Help Reduce or Eliminate the Barriers 2

• 1. Academic Support Teachers 2. teacher models 3. training on differentiated instruction 4.
PLC's 5. access to data to drive differentiated instruction 6. teacher collaboration 7. curriculum
resources 8. technology (hardware and software) 9. master schedule that includes common iii
(ROAD) time for Grades K-6 10. 21st Century mentoring and enrichment program 11. teacher
mentoring 12. blended learning 13. common assessments (formal and informal) 14. Support
facilitation teacher at each grade level 15. monthly MTSS meetings – focus on individual
students 16. access to DI lesson plans through CPALMS 17. CHAMPS as school-wide
classroom management program 18. Pre-K and Pre-K ESE on the school campus 19. parent
curriculum nights/parent committees/parent volunteers to support students and staff 20. student
mentoring program (SOS and AAMP for identified students; Watch DOGS) 21. PBIS 22. district
curriculum specialists that can be used as a resource 23. Learning Focused Lesson Planning
24. Opportunities for Learning walks 25. special area teachers include academic content into
their teaching 26. Title I funding for tutoring/resources. 27. revised curriculum maps 28. teachers
are very open to visitors in the classroom (confident teachers) 29. TeachTown Social Skills
Program

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G1. 8

Quarterly assessments (Performance Matters)

Person Responsible
RES Coaches

Schedule
Quarterly, from 10/17/2017 to 5/25/2018

Evidence of Completion
The number of students reaching the next higher achievement level, as set by the school, will
increase on each quarterly assessment
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Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G1. 8

iReady (K-6)

Person Responsible
RES Coaches

Schedule
Triannually, from 10/17/2017 to 5/26/2018

Evidence of Completion
Grade Level reports reviewed by teachers and instructional coaches.

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G1. 8

FSA (3-6)

Person Responsible
RES Administration

Schedule
On 7/31/2018

Evidence of Completion
FSA grade level reports reviewed by teachers, coaches, and administration.
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Action Plan for Improvement
For each strategy selected in the plan to reduce a targeted barrier to a strategic goal, this section lists the
rationale for that strategy (i.e., why the school believes it will reduce the barrier) and the action steps that have
been identified as necessary to implementing the strategy, including details such as the point person, timing
and duration, and evidence of completion. At the end of each set of action steps is the plan for monitoring the
implementation and effectiveness of the respective strategy.

Problem Solving Key

G = Goal B =
Barrier S = Strategy

1 = Problem Solving Step S123456 = Quick Key
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G1. If all teachers at Rymfire Elementary increase the use of differentiated instruction across all content areas,
then we will see an increase in student achievement in all subgroups, especially for students with disabilities
and students in the lowest quartile. 1

G099070

G1.B1 Lack of understanding of how to use data driven decision making to plan and implement small group
instruction. 2

B266743

G1.B1.S1 Communicate the school goal to all stakeholders, including, staff, parents, PTO, and SAC. 4

S282620

Strategy Rationale

If we increase the use of differentiated instruction in all content areas then we will see an increase
in student achievement in all subgroups.

Action Step 1 5

Share the school goal with faculty and staff.

Person Responsible

Barbara Sauvelpahkick

Schedule

On 8/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

Agenda from Faculty Meeting

Action Step 2 5

Share the goal with parents.

Person Responsible

Barbara Sauvelpahkick

Schedule

On 9/1/2017

Evidence of Completion

Explanation of the Differentiated Instruction goal will be in the October RES Newsletter as
well as on the RES Website and SAC meeting agenda.
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Action Step 3 5

Share the goal with SAC

Person Responsible

Travis Lee

Schedule

On 10/11/2017

Evidence of Completion

SAC Agenda and Sign In Sheet

Action Step 4 5

Share the goal with PTO

Person Responsible

Travis Lee

Schedule

On 11/8/2017

Evidence of Completion

PTO Agenda and Sign In Sheet

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S1 6

Review agendas before each scheduled meeting. (Faculty/Staff, PTO, and SAC)

Person Responsible

Barbara Sauvelpahkick

Schedule

Monthly, from 9/1/2017 to 5/1/2018

Evidence of Completion

Meeting agendas for Faculty/Staff, PTO, and SAC.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S1 7

Survey through Survey Monkey (understanding and implementation of small group data driven
Differentiated Instruction)

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

Semiannually, from 10/13/2017 to 5/11/2018

Evidence of Completion

-Results of Survey Monkey show that at least 80% of instructional staff have an increased
understanding and implementation of data driven differentiated instruction. -Growth rate of
Low Quartile Students and Students With Disabilities in grades K-6th on the I-Ready
Assessment from Window 1 to Window 3.
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G1.B1.S2 Implementation of PLC with a focus on data driven small group instruction 4

S282621

Strategy Rationale

If we increase the use of differentiated instruction in all content areas then we will see an increase
in student achievement in all subgroups.

Action Step 1 5

Schedule PLC Meeting dates for the 2017-2018 School Year.

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

On 9/22/2017

Evidence of Completion

RES Important Date Calendar for 2017-2018

Action Step 2 5

During PLC's, review established norms and Differentiated Instruction common language with
grade levels along with discussing how to share expectations of Differentiated Instruction with
students (what this will look like in my classroom)

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

Monthly, from 10/13/2017 to 5/11/2018

Evidence of Completion

PLC Sign-in sheets and agendas, coach journals, common language charts
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Action Step 3 5

Identify teachers who routinely utilize best practices in differentiated instruction and ask them to
share at faculty meetings and/or PLC's.

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

Monthly, from 10/6/2017 to 5/4/2018

Evidence of Completion

List of teachers who were recognized during the 2017-2018 school year

Action Step 4 5

PLC with focus on using item analysis to plan for with small group Differentiated Instruction.

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

Monthly, from 10/11/2017 to 4/20/2018

Evidence of Completion

1. Coaches' Journals, Important Dates, Agendas 2. Agenda from PLC's 3. Evidence of
Differentiated Instruction in Lesson Plans 4. Evidence of Differentiated Instruction during
Classroom Visits by Administration

Action Step 5 5

Person Responsible

Schedule

Evidence of Completion
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S2 6

Agendas will be developed before each PLC Meeting. Notes and sign in sheets from each meeting
will be monitored.

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

Monthly, from 10/6/2017 to 4/11/2018

Evidence of Completion

- Agendas and Notes from PLC Meetings with Coaches stating teachers are to send their
monthly goal to administration and Coaches - Administrator observation -Teacher Lesson
Plans

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S2 7

I-Ready K-6 Data for Low Quartile Students and Students With Disabilities

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

Triannually, from 10/13/2017 to 5/11/2018

Evidence of Completion

-Results of Survey Monkey show that at least 80% of instructional staff have an increased
understanding and implementation of data driven differentiated instruction. -Growth rate of
Low Quartile Students and Students With Disabilities in grades K-6th on the I-Ready
Assessment from Window 1 to Window 3.
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G1.B1.S3 Title One Tutoring 4

S282622

Strategy Rationale

If we increase the use of differentiated instruction in all content areas then we will see an increase
in student achievement in all subgroups.

Action Step 1 5

After school tutoring for students in grades 4-6 who scored a Level 2 or low Level 3 (scale score
within 5 points of Level 2) on the 2017 FSA Assessment

Person Responsible

Chris Wisniewski

Schedule

Weekly, from 10/23/2017 to 5/16/2018

Evidence of Completion

Staff and Student sign in sheets for each tutoring session.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S3 6

Tutoring Students' attendance data and teacher lesson plans will be monitored.

Person Responsible

Chris Wisniewski

Schedule

Weekly, from 10/23/2017 to 5/16/2018

Evidence of Completion

Student attendance data and teacher lesson plans
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S3 7

Student achievement data will be monitored for growth.

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

Monthly, from 9/6/2017 to 5/11/2018

Evidence of Completion

Student performance data from classroom instruction, quarterly assessments, I-Ready and
2018 FSA.

G1.B1.S4 Lesson Planning using the Learning Focused Format 4

S282623

Strategy Rationale

If we increase the use of differentiated instruction in all content areas and provide extra time for
learning, then we will see an increase in student achievement in all subgroups.

Action Step 1 5

Training for New Teachers to use the Learning Focused Lesson Plan Format

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

On 10/23/2017

Evidence of Completion

Agenda and Sign In Sheets
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S4 6

Monitor teachers' lesson plans for evidence of data driven differentiated instruction

Person Responsible

RES Administration

Schedule

Monthly, from 11/1/2017 to 5/21/2018

Evidence of Completion

Teachers' lesson plans are developed using the Learning Focused Format and have
included data driven differentiated instruction.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S4 7

Student achievement data in Math and ELA will be monitored for evidence of student growth.

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

Quarterly, from 12/22/2017 to 5/21/2018

Evidence of Completion

Quarterly Assessments, I-Ready, Performance Matters, and 2018 FSA Results
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G1.B1.S5 ROAD (Raising Our Achievement Daily) Time and Credit Recovery 4

S282624

Strategy Rationale

Applying math and science skills to real life will stimulate learning.

Action Step 1 5

Review 2016-2017 student achievement data to determine initial groups and the grade level plan.

Person Responsible

RES Teachers

Schedule

Daily, from 8/3/2017 to 8/18/2017

Evidence of Completion

-Grade level Student Lists for ROAD Time groupings -Grade level plan for ROAD Time

Action Step 2 5

Monitor data to adjust groups and plans as needed throughout the school year

Person Responsible

RES Teachers

Schedule

Quarterly, from 8/28/2017 to 5/23/2018

Evidence of Completion

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S5 6

Monitor teacher lesson plans

Person Responsible

Barbara Sauvelpahkick

Schedule

Quarterly, from 10/13/2017 to 5/23/2018

Evidence of Completion

Teacher lesson plans indicate evidence of Road Time and differentiated instruction
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S5 7

Student achievement data will be monitored.

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

Quarterly, from 11/10/2017 to 6/30/2018

Evidence of Completion

Quarterly, I-Ready, and 2018 FSA Assessment data
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G1.B1.S6 Monitor ELA/Math data of Low Quartile Students and Students with Disabilities 4

S282625

Strategy Rationale

Data driven instruction/use of interventions based on consistent monitoring of students progress
will increase student achievement

Action Step 1 5

We will gather ELA/Math data and develop a spreadsheet for Low Quartile students and Students
with Disabilities

Person Responsible

Travis Lee

Schedule

Monthly, from 9/29/2017 to 5/21/2018

Evidence of Completion

The monthly data spreadsheet

Action Step 2 5

Review student data spreadsheet during MTSS meetings

Person Responsible

RES Administration

Schedule

Monthly, from 11/6/2017 to 4/6/2018

Evidence of Completion

Monthly data spreadsheet updates.
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Action Step 3 5

Determine strategies/interventions based on data

Person Responsible

RES Coaches

Schedule

On 4/6/2018

Evidence of Completion

MTSS meeting notes

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S6 6

Monthly Targeted Problem Solving Team Discussions

Person Responsible

RES Administration

Schedule

Monthly, from 11/6/2017 to 5/21/2018

Evidence of Completion

Updated Spreadsheet and MTSS meeting notes

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S6 7

Monitor student achievement in Math and ELA

Person Responsible

RES Administration

Schedule

Quarterly, from 10/13/2017 to 5/25/2018

Evidence of Completion

Results of students Quarterly Assessments, I-Ready and 2018 FSA scores
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G1.B1.S7 FSA/Science Boot Camp 4

S282626

Strategy Rationale

Teachers will use research based strategies focused on ELA, Math, and Science to prepare
students for the end of year state assessments.

Action Step 1 5

Plan FSA/Science Boot Camp

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

On 3/30/2018

Evidence of Completion

Planning Meeting Sign In Sheets, Meeting Agenda and Notes

Action Step 2 5

FSA/Science Boot Camp Days

Person Responsible

Donelle Evensen

Schedule

Weekly, from 3/31/2018 to 4/7/2018

Evidence of Completion

Student/Staff Sign In Sheets
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S7 6

FSA Boot Camp 2018

Person Responsible

RES Administration

Schedule

On 4/13/2018

Evidence of Completion

Teacher Lesson Plans, Staff/Student Sign-in Sheets,

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S7 7

FSA Data

Person Responsible

RES Administration

Schedule

Weekly, from 6/4/2018 to 6/30/2018

Evidence of Completion

State Assessment scores of students attending FSA Boot Camp
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IV. Implementation Timeline

Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/
End Date

2018
G1.B1.S2.A5

A381356 [no content entered] No Start
Date

No End Date
daily

G1.B1.S1.A1
A381348

Share the school goal with faculty and
staff.

Sauvelpahkick,
Barbara 8/2/2017 Agenda from Faculty Meeting 8/2/2017

one-time

G1.B1.S5.A1
A381359

Review 2016-2017 student
achievement data to determine initial
groups and the grade level plan.

Teachers, RES 8/3/2017
-Grade level Student Lists for ROAD
Time groupings -Grade level plan for
ROAD Time

8/18/2017
daily

G1.B1.S1.A2
A381349 Share the goal with parents. Sauvelpahkick,

Barbara 9/1/2017

Explanation of the Differentiated
Instruction goal will be in the October
RES Newsletter as well as on the RES
Website and SAC meeting agenda.

9/1/2017
one-time

G1.B1.S2.A1
A381352

Schedule PLC Meeting dates for the
2017-2018 School Year. Evensen, Donelle 9/22/2017 RES Important Date Calendar for

2017-2018
9/22/2017
one-time

G1.B1.S1.A3
A381350 Share the goal with SAC Lee, Travis 10/11/2017 SAC Agenda and Sign In Sheet 10/11/2017

one-time

G1.B1.S4.A1
A381358

Training for New Teachers to use the
Learning Focused Lesson Plan Format Coaches, RES 10/23/2017 Agenda and Sign In Sheets 10/23/2017

one-time

G1.B1.S1.A4
A381351 Share the goal with PTO Lee, Travis 11/8/2017 PTO Agenda and Sign In Sheet 11/8/2017

one-time

G1.B1.S7.A1
A381364 Plan FSA/Science Boot Camp Evensen, Donelle 2/5/2018 Planning Meeting Sign In Sheets,

Meeting Agenda and Notes
3/30/2018
one-time

G1.B1.S6.A2
A381362

Review student data spreadsheet
during MTSS meetings

Administration,
RES 11/6/2017 Monthly data spreadsheet updates. 4/6/2018

monthly

G1.B1.S6.A3
A381363

Determine strategies/interventions
based on data Coaches, RES 11/6/2017 MTSS meeting notes 4/6/2018

one-time

G1.B1.S7.A2
A381365 FSA/Science Boot Camp Days Evensen, Donelle 3/31/2018 Student/Staff Sign In Sheets 4/7/2018

weekly

G1.B1.S2.MA1
M414281

Agendas will be developed before each
PLC Meeting. Notes and sign in sheets
from each meeting will...

Evensen, Donelle 10/6/2017

- Agendas and Notes from PLC
Meetings with Coaches stating teachers
are to send their monthly goal to
administration and Coaches -
Administrator observation -Teacher
Lesson Plans

4/11/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S7.MA1
M414291 FSA Boot Camp 2018 Administration,

RES 2/5/2018 Teacher Lesson Plans, Staff/Student
Sign-in Sheets,

4/13/2018
one-time

G1.B1.S2.A4
A381355

PLC with focus on using item analysis
to plan for with small group
Differentiated Instruction.

Evensen, Donelle 10/11/2017

1. Coaches' Journals, Important Dates,
Agendas 2. Agenda from PLC's 3.
Evidence of Differentiated Instruction in
Lesson Plans 4. Evidence of
Differentiated Instruction during
Classroom Visits by Administration

4/20/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S1.MA1
M414279

Review agendas before each scheduled
meeting. (Faculty/Staff, PTO, and SAC)

Sauvelpahkick,
Barbara 9/1/2017 Meeting agendas for Faculty/Staff,

PTO, and SAC.
5/1/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S2.A3
A381354

Identify teachers who routinely utilize
best practices in differentiated
instruction and ask them...

Coaches, RES 10/6/2017 List of teachers who were recognized
during the 2017-2018 school year

5/4/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S1.MA1
M414278

Survey through Survey Monkey
(understanding and implementation of
small group data driven...

Evensen, Donelle 10/13/2017

-Results of Survey Monkey show that at
least 80% of instructional staff have an
increased understanding and
implementation of data driven

5/11/2018
semiannually
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Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/
End Date

differentiated instruction. -Growth rate
of Low Quartile Students and Students
With Disabilities in grades K-6th on the
I-Ready Assessment from Window 1 to
Window 3.

G1.B1.S2.MA1
M414280

I-Ready K-6 Data for Low Quartile
Students and Students With Disabilities Evensen, Donelle 10/13/2017

-Results of Survey Monkey show that at
least 80% of instructional staff have an
increased understanding and
implementation of data driven
differentiated instruction. -Growth rate
of Low Quartile Students and Students
With Disabilities in grades K-6th on the
I-Ready Assessment from Window 1 to
Window 3.

5/11/2018
triannually

G1.B1.S2.A2
A381353

During PLC's, review established norms
and Differentiated Instruction common
language with grade...

Coaches, RES 10/13/2017
PLC Sign-in sheets and agendas,
coach journals, common language
charts

5/11/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S3.MA1
M414282

Student achievement data will be
monitored for growth. Coaches, RES 9/6/2017

Student performance data from
classroom instruction, quarterly
assessments, I-Ready and 2018 FSA.

5/11/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S3.MA1
M414283

Tutoring Students' attendance data and
teacher lesson plans will be monitored. Wisniewski, Chris 10/23/2017 Student attendance data and teacher

lesson plans
5/16/2018

weekly

G1.B1.S3.A1
A381357

After school tutoring for students in
grades 4-6 who scored a Level 2 or low
Level 3 (scale score...

Wisniewski, Chris 10/23/2017 Staff and Student sign in sheets for
each tutoring session.

5/16/2018
weekly

G1.B1.S4.MA1
M414284

Student achievement data in Math and
ELA will be monitored for evidence of
student growth.

Coaches, RES 12/22/2017
Quarterly Assessments, I-Ready,
Performance Matters, and 2018 FSA
Results

5/21/2018
quarterly

G1.B1.S4.MA1
M414285

Monitor teachers' lesson plans for
evidence of data driven differentiated
instruction

Administration,
RES 11/1/2017

Teachers' lesson plans are developed
using the Learning Focused Format and
have included data driven differentiated
instruction.

5/21/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S6.MA1
M414289

Monthly Targeted Problem Solving
Team Discussions

Administration,
RES 11/6/2017 Updated Spreadsheet and MTSS

meeting notes
5/21/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S6.A1
A381361

We will gather ELA/Math data and
develop a spreadsheet for Low Quartile
students and Students with...

Lee, Travis 9/29/2017 The monthly data spreadsheet 5/21/2018
monthly

G1.B1.S5.MA1
M414287 Monitor teacher lesson plans Sauvelpahkick,

Barbara 10/13/2017
Teacher lesson plans indicate evidence
of Road Time and differentiated
instruction

5/23/2018
quarterly

G1.B1.S5.A2
A381360

Monitor data to adjust groups and plans
as needed throughout the school year Teachers, RES 8/28/2017 5/23/2018

quarterly

G1.MA1
M414292

Quarterly assessments (Performance
Matters) Coaches, RES 10/17/2017

The number of students reaching the
next higher achievement level, as set by
the school, will increase on each
quarterly assessment

5/25/2018
quarterly

G1.B1.S6.MA1
M414288

Monitor student achievement in Math
and ELA

Administration,
RES 10/13/2017

Results of students Quarterly
Assessments, I-Ready and 2018 FSA
scores

5/25/2018
quarterly

G1.MA1
M414293 iReady (K-6) Coaches, RES 10/17/2017 Grade Level reports reviewed by

teachers and instructional coaches.
5/26/2018
triannually

G1.B1.S5.MA1
M414286

Student achievement data will be
monitored. Coaches, RES 11/10/2017 Quarterly, I-Ready, and 2018 FSA

Assessment data
6/30/2018
quarterly

G1.B1.S7.MA1
M414290 FSA Data Administration,

RES 6/4/2018 State Assessment scores of students
attending FSA Boot Camp

6/30/2018
weekly

G1.MA3
M414294 FSA (3-6) Administration,

RES 6/1/2018 FSA grade level reports reviewed by
teachers, coaches, and administration.

7/31/2018
one-time
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V. Professional Development Opportunities

Professional development opportunities identified in the SIP as action steps to achieve the school's goals.
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VI. Technical Assistance Items

Technical Assistance opportunities identified in the SIP as action steps to achieve the school's goals.

G1. If all teachers at Rymfire Elementary increase the use of differentiated instruction across all content areas,
then we will see an increase in student achievement in all subgroups, especially for students with disabilities
and students in the lowest quartile.

G1.B1 Lack of understanding of how to use data driven decision making to plan and implement small group
instruction.

G1.B1.S4 Lesson Planning using the Learning Focused Format

TA Opportunity 1

Training for New Teachers to use the Learning Focused Lesson Plan Format

Facilitator

RES Academic Support Teachers

Participants

Teachers New to RES or those that need additional support

Schedule

On 10/23/2017

VII. Budget

1 G1.B1.S1.A1 Share the school goal with faculty and staff. $0.00

2 G1.B1.S1.A2 Share the goal with parents. $0.00

3 G1.B1.S1.A3 Share the goal with SAC $0.00

4 G1.B1.S1.A4 Share the goal with PTO $0.00

5 G1.B1.S2.A1 Schedule PLC Meeting dates for the 2017-2018 School Year. $50,353.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2017-18

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School General Fund $50,353.00

Notes: Salary for Teacher Support Colleague

6 G1.B1.S2.A2

During PLC's, review established norms and Differentiated Instruction
common language with grade levels along with discussing how to share
expectations of Differentiated Instruction with students (what this will look
like in my classroom)

$0.00

7 G1.B1.S2.A3 Identify teachers who routinely utilize best practices in differentiated
instruction and ask them to share at faculty meetings and/or PLC's. $0.00
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8 G1.B1.S2.A4 PLC with focus on using item analysis to plan for with small group
Differentiated Instruction. $115,638.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2017-18

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School Title, I Part A $51,253.00

Notes: Salary for 1 Instructional Coach

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School Title, I Part A $64,385.00

Notes: Salary for 1 Instructional Coach

9 G1.B1.S2.A5 $0.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2017-18

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School $0.00

10 G1.B1.S3.A1 After school tutoring for students in grades 4-6 who scored a Level 2 or low
Level 3 (scale score within 5 points of Level 2) on the 2017 FSA Assessment $12,600.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2017-18

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School Title I, Part D $12,600.00

Notes: Stipends for Tutoring teachers

11 G1.B1.S4.A1 Training for New Teachers to use the Learning Focused Lesson Plan Format $0.00

12 G1.B1.S5.A1 Review 2016-2017 student achievement data to determine initial groups and
the grade level plan. $0.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2017-18

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School Other $0.00

13 G1.B1.S5.A2 Monitor data to adjust groups and plans as needed throughout the school
year $0.00

14 G1.B1.S6.A1 We will gather ELA/Math data and develop a spreadsheet for Low Quartile
students and Students with Disabilities $0.00

15 G1.B1.S6.A2 Review student data spreadsheet during MTSS meetings $0.00

16 G1.B1.S6.A3 Determine strategies/interventions based on data $0.00

17 G1.B1.S7.A1 Plan FSA/Science Boot Camp $0.00

18 G1.B1.S7.A2 FSA/Science Boot Camp Days $1,575.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2017-18

0051 - Rymfire Elementary
School Title, I Part A $1,575.00
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Notes: Salary for Boot Camp Teachers and Coordinator

Total: $180,166.00
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